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Our granite countertops were installed approx 6 yrs ago. The fabricator told us that we didn't need to seal
them & that we could use anything to clean them. I have used the following to clean them (understand, they
are unsealed): windex multisurface for granite (can't find this product anymore),dishsoap & water, and tried
an "everyday" granite cleaner from home depot. Our kitchen granite is emerald pearl. All still look highly
polished & great, with the exception of around a sink that's gets alot of use. The countertop around this
square sink is only about 5inches wide on 3 sides. This part of the granite is completely dull - no shine left. I
have tried to put as much water on it as possible (don't want to ruin wood cabinets) & brush it with a fingernail
brush. No change. I have never put vinegar or lemon, etc, or anything with acid on it, and the entire counters
have been cleaned the same way. This is my only problem area. Is this possibly soap from the high usage?
Is there a way to clean & polish this area prior to sealing it? Next question - we were recommended to use
impregnator pro by stonetech, however, I have read that you don't think the sealers with silicone are good to
use. What do you recommend? Next, we have countertops with golden oak & junipera (all have sinks). I
realize these stones are not granite. What should I use to seal these countertops? Should have never
listened to fabricator about not sealing, as I'm very concerned about my emerald pearl around the kitchen
sink. Thank-you for your help.

 Dear Deborah: 

 Let's start by cleaning the air about stone sealers (including the one you mentioned). This is something that their
makers will never tell you. The only thing they have to sell (instead of true stone intelligence) is â€œfearâ€•. And a
sealer (which is not a sealer) fits the bill. 

   

 DEFINITION OF SEALER FOR STONE    

 For starters, when referred to stone the word sealer is wrong. Well, technically it is not, but the reason why I said that's
wrong is because sealers for stone are totally different from any other sealer that most people are familiar with. A sealer
is perceived like a topical coating of sorts that's meant to protect the surface of the sealed object from traffic and spills,
to produce a finish (polished, or matt, or satin) and to fill all little nicks, fissures and other surface imperfections. 

 A sealer for stone is none of that â€“ None! 

 And that is why I said that the word sealer is wrong when referred to stone. The right word is impregnator. 

 An impregnator is a below-the-surface (of the stone) sort of sealer. It's a product made of two major components: a
resin of sorts that could be silicone, siloxane, silane, ester epoxy, alphatic fluorochemicals, acrylics, etc., plus a carrier,
that could be a petroleum-based solvent or simply water. The resin is dissolved by and within the carrier. 

 What does an impregnator do, and how does it work? 

 The only thing that an impregnator does is reducing dramatically the natural absorbency rate of the stone by somehow
filling the spaces between the single molecules of minerals composing the stone, which are known as pores - End of the
list of performances. This reduction of absorbency rate (or porosity) of the stone will make so that possible staining
agents that may get spilled on the stone will be kept at bay on the surface of the stone for a period of time much longer
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than if the stone was not sealed. 

 The way it works is that the solution goes inside the stone, the carrier (solvent or water) evaporates and the resin stays
in and cures, thus partially clogging the pores of the stone. 

 The most important phase of the application of an impregnator is the total and thorough removal of its residue
that was not absorbed by stone from its surface, before it has a chance to dry, so that at the end of the sealing
job the surface of the stone is as bare as it were before the sealing procedure was started.  

 The immediate, obvious consequence of that is we're not talking about a coating, but rather an application. 

 Next, the question is: how does an impregnator go inside the stone? 

 Quite simply, by being absorbed by it. 

 So far we've learned a couple of important things: 1. That a sealer for stone only help preventing deeply imbedded
stains by delivering a reaction time, which is how much time you'll have to blot the staining agent off of the stone surface
before it begins to sink in. (The better the quality of the impregnator in relation to the stone to be sealed, the longer the
reaction time will be.) 2. That because of the way it was designed and works it cannot â€“ and in fact does not â€“ offer
any protection or improvement whatsoever to the stone surface. 

 Next, we have now to talk about the natural absorbency of stone. 

 This side of single-crystal rocks (i.e.: gemstones), every multi-mineral stone is somehow porous. However, while there
are stones that absorb liquids like sponges, there are stones that are naturally so dense that no liquid is thin enough to
be absorbed by them. The latter types of stones â€“ which are quite a few â€“ can't be technically sealed, because no
impregnator will ever stand a chance of being absorbed by them. On the other hand, since they won't absorb any liquid,
it is pretty intuitive that they will never get stained. 

 What is interesting noticing is that while certain stones have an absorbency rate that indicates their ability to absorb
liquids (above 0.2%), in fact they don't absorb anything due to their dramatically increased surface tension once
polished. For example, travertine is rated at 0.4% to 1.0%. In its rough form it does absorb liquids, though slowly; but if
you polish it, it effectively will not absorb a single drop of anything. In fact, nobody ever reported any stain on a polished
piece of travertine. (In its hone-finished form, however, travertine may â€“ and just may â€“ absorb something.) 

 In conclusion, only a certain number of stones can be sealed and, more importantly, the performance of an impregnator
is only limited to the reduction of the stone natural absorbency rate if it is â€“ even when polished â€“ above the 0.2%
cut off point. 

 How does the average consumer know if their stone could be possibly sealed without that kind of information? It is quite
simple and down to earth: spill some water in a couple of spots of the stone to be tested, let it dwell for 10 minutes or so,
wipe it dry and observe if the areas under which the water has been sitting have become (temporarily) any darker than
the rest. If so, if the stone is installed in an environment where staining spills are likely (i.e.: a kitchen) the application of
a good-quality impregnator is recommended. If not, or if the stone is to be installed where the likelihood of spillage is
minimal or nil altogether, it would be a totally useless exercise that will only help to put the kids of the impregnator's
maker and its distributors through college. 

   

 Now that we know that: A) a sealer for stone will never polish any stone and, that B) your stone cannot be technically
sealed (so, your fabricator was 100% right, and after 6 years you're not reporting one single stain â€“ which is certainly
no surprise), let's see what the answer to your problem is. 
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 Since the only way to polish stone is mechanically, by abrasion and friction, like gemstone, (not by slapping a sealer
onto it), your only option is to hire a reputable stone restoration contractor that will have to lightly grind (hone) your stone
in the dull areas and then re-polish the match the rest. As simple as that. 

   

 Of course, your mention of having used acids to â€œcleanâ€• and try to â€œpolishâ€• your stone with gives me the
creeps, but it's done now. 

   

  For the future, b y logging into the Helpful Hints section of our website at:      
http://www.mbstone.com/HH_promo/helpful_hints.htm , you will be able to get the short version of our  maintenance
guidelines at no charge. The full version of it â€“ a 7-page document considered by many as an industry benchmark â€“
is available in pay- per-download format in our  Educational Literature section at:    
http://www.mbstone.com/literature/literature.htm .    

 And remember, every single penny of the cost of the literature will be used to support this site and its cause: your
cause. 

 While you are in the â€œHelpful Hintsâ€• section, do spend some time reading all of the interesting FREE articles you'll
find in there! 

 Finally, keep in mind that we need your support to help us helping you! 

 Will you please read and e-sign our Statement of Purpose at: http://www.marblecleaning.org/purpose.htm?      

 By spreading the word about this valuable site among your friend & family and the stone trades' people you've been
dealing with, you will be rendering everybody a valuable service! 

 Thank you    

 Ciao and good luck, 

 Maurizio Bertoli 

   

www.marblecleaning.org â€“ The  only Consumers' Portal to the Stone Industry Establishment!
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